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This booklet contains various support information for 

wiring your Autopuller to your target machine. Also 

included is the receiver operation for all wireless 

Autopullers. 

 

Browsing through the various pages may help clarify 

how to connect the wires to your particular course. 

 

If you have any info you want to share with your     

fellow shooters, please contact us.  

 

 

The Autopuller wiring color code is as follows: 

 

White wire connects to Low/Right machine 

Black wire connects to High/Left machine 

Green wire common wire for both machines 

 

The three wires are needed for connecting to a skeet 

or sporting clays setup. Each wire must be on a                     

separate terminal in the connector. This allows each 

machine to operated separately, for singles, or                          

together, for true pair/doubles/both. 

 

 

You will have to determine how your existing               

connector is wired. 

Part I Common Information 
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Using your  

Skeet (two machine) Autopuller 

 on a Trap (single machine) field. 
 

If you plan on using your Autopuller on a 

TRAP field, please read the following: 
 

Before plugging your Autopuller into the trap connector, 

verify that the wiring is compatible. There are several 

ways to trigger a target launch. The most common is to 

apply power to the hand-held button. Pressing the      

button will supply the launch relay with power.  
 

If you connect your Autopuller to a 3-wire trap 

cord, and 1 of the wires is connected to ground, 

you will damage either the Autopuller circuit 

board or the machine circuit board. 
 

To prevent a circuit board failure, verify how your trap 

machine is wired. If the existing trap connector has only 

2 wires, check to see if they line up with the green and 

white wires on the Autopuller. If the trap connector has 

3 wires, use a meter to establish if one is ground, which 

one is power (12v, 24v or 110v) and which one will 

launch a target.  
 

If the trap connector has a ground wire or the    

wiring does not line up properly, do not plug the 

Autopuller in! There is a possibility that when you 

press one of the arming buttons, you may damage   

either the Autopuller circuit board or the machine 

circuit board.  Resolve the wiring conflict by       

rewiring the trap connector. 

Part I Common Information 
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Wiring information 
 

The normal electrical color code does not apply to the 

Autopuller hookup. Due to the limitations on types of wire 

available, the colors are only references as to how you 

need to attach the connector.  

 

 Green  -  Is common to both the High and Low  

                           machines 

 White  -  Is to be connected to the Low machine 

 Black  -  Is to be connected to the High machine 

For your reference, 3 of the common size connectors are 

shown below.  

 

As seen when looking at the outside terminals   

         Dimensions are approximate and may vary based on manufacturer 

Hook 

Hook 

1 1/4” 1 1/2’’ 2 1/8” 

ML-2/3 
L5-15 

L5-20 

Part I Common Information 
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The most common types of connectors 

ML3-P 

Solid Center Pin 

ML3-R 

Hollow Center Pin 

ML2-P 

Hollow Center Pin 

ML2-R 

Solid Center Pin 

L5-15P L5-15R 

ATLAS 

LAPORTE 

PROMATIC L5-20P 

Part I Common Information 
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Part II  Wired Models 

Pull cord wire. 

 

The type of wire you use to connect the Autopuller 

to your machine connection is up to you. We      

advise an external grade simply because you will 

be pulling the cord over the ground.  

 

The two most common ways of connecting the 

Autopuller is to use an extension cord that you 

probable already have, or an extra cord from the 

club.  

 

Extension Cord: 

 

If you prefer to keep the cord intact, you will have 

to add a standard plug on the Autopuller, and 

make a separate short adapter cord.  

NOTE—IF SOMEONE WAS TO BORROW YOUR 

AUTOPULLER AND PLUG IT INTO A 110V 

WALL SOCKET, PERMENT DAMAGE TO BOTH 

THE AUTOPULLER AND THE WALL SOCKET 

MAY OCCUR.  

If you are confident no one will damage your unit, 

attach a 110v style plug on the Autopuller. 

Now make a short cord with a female 110v style 

connector on one end and the same connector your 

course uses on the other end. 

You now have the ability to add and replace the 

cord as you please. 
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Part II  Wired Models 

Club Cord: 

 

If you are a member of a club that already uses 

the Autopuller, they may have a cord set up for 

you to use. If not, you may want to inquire about 

adapting one of their spare cords for combination 

use. If the club is willing to modify the cord,                

simply cut (leave enough wire to attach a plug) 

the pull head off. Now attach a male plug on the 

pull head cord, and a male plug on the Autopuller. 

Attach a mating female plug on the pull cord.  

You now have the ability to swap out the original 

head for the Autopuller.  

 

To avoid accidental disconnects, it is advisable to 

use a twist style connector.  

Connectors attached to     

Autopuller, original pull head 

and cord. 
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Installation: 
 

Trap model: It is not important as to which way the two 

wires are connected to your cord.  
 

Skeet/Sporting Clays models: The three wires have to be      

connected in a  specific way. To operate two target machines, 

one wire has to be common to both, (green), one wire is for 

High, (black), and one wire is for Low, (white). You will need 

to determine the matching wires your particular cord. If you 

connect the wiring incorrectly, the Autopuller will not                 

release the correct target with the appropriate button. If this 

occurs, simply rearrange the wires until the system works 

properly.  

 
 

NOTE: If a skeet or sporting clays model is to be connected 

to single trap machine, connect both the white and black 

wires together on one terminal and the green wire to the   

second terminal. 

 

 

 

Machines work properly but the wrong machine          

triggers: 

 black and white wires reversed in connector 
 

High and Both work but no Low: 

 black and green wires reversed in connector 
 

Low and Both work but no High: 

 white and green wires reversed in connector    

Part II  Wired Models 
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Part II  Wired Models 

4 wire Sporting Clays cord 

 
If you purchased a sporting clays version with the 4 wire 

cord, connect the red/black to machine 1 and the green/

white to machine 2. 

If you decide to convert the wiring to a 3 wire configura-

tion, simply connect 1 wire from each side to the common 

leg on the connector.  
 Shown below is a splitter that accepts two Promatic plugs and 

terminates in one L5-15 plug. This arrangement will allow you 

to connect to two separate machines on a sporting clays 

course, and one common receptacle on a skeet field. Simply 

take one wire from each single connector and connect that on 

the common terminal of the three prong connector. The                 

remaining two wires are then connected to the remaining two 

terminals. If at all possible, find out what the wiring layout is 

for the existing pull cord connector, then simply connect the 

same.  

(It may be beneficial to label or color code which single plug 

goes with which mating receptacle. Then in the future, the low 

and high houses will not be reversed.)  
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Power 

button 

Green Power Light 

Slow blink=good battery 

Fast blink=low battery 

Red Data Light 

Indicates signal from 

Autopuller 

Green=Low target 

Red=High target 

Receptacle for 

adapter cord 

 

9-volt battery 

Removable antenna 

Switches for machine 

signal and auto-off 

Refer to page 13 
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connect the wiring incorrectly, the Autopuller will not                 

Part III   Wireless Models 

Receiver Operation 
 

• If not already installed, screw the antenna onto the 

top of the receiver. 

• Turn the receiver on by pressing the power button 

on the front panel. The power light will illuminate 

for 2 seconds then start to blink. A slow blink               

indicates a good battery. A fast blink indicates a 

low battery and should be replaced. 

• Using your Autopuller, launch a Low target—  the 

right light should blink green.  

• Now, launch a High target—the right light should 

blink red.  

• The data light will illuminate for the length of time 

the Autopuller is sending a signal.  

• If the receiver does not respond to the controller      

refer to page 15. 

 

Note: the power button is used to both turn on and 

turn off the receiver.  

If the receiver is on, when you press the power button, 

the green power light will blink very fast for a short 

time before the receiver turns off. 
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Wiring Setup     
 

The Autopuller receiver is connected to your course in 

place of the original pull cord. Since the adapter cord has 

three wires, the wires have to connected in a specific order.  

 

Your system comes with two adapter cords, allowing you to 

wire one for skeet and one for trap or a second skeet field. 

 

Installation: 
 

Trap cord: Connect the green on one terminal and the 

white and black wires on the second terminal of your                   

connector.  
 

Skeet cord: The three wires have to be connected in a    

specific way. To operate two target machines, one wire has 

to be common to both (green), one wire is for high (black) 

and one wire is for low (white). You will need to determine 

the matching wires for your particular cord. If you connect 

the wiring incorrectly, the Autopuller will not release the      

correct target with the appropriate button. If this occurs, 

simply rearrange the wires as per the information below. 
 

 

Machines work properly but the wrong machine 

triggers: 

 black and white wires reversed in connector 
 

High and Both work but no Low: 

 black and green wires reversed in connector 
 

Low and Both work but no High: 

 white and green wires reversed in connector    
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Synchronizing the Controller to the            

Receiver  
 

Located inside the receiver battery compartment is the 

pushbutton used to place the receiver in a learn mode. 

This may be necessary if you want to use more than one 

controller  with the receiver. 

To add a new unit, turn the receiver on, and wait until 

the power light starts to flash. Try the new  controller. If 

the controller does not connect with the receiver, press 

and release the pushbutton inside the battery             

compartment. The data light will now start to flash. Turn 

the controller on, and press one house button, then the 

manual button. Press the pushbutton in the receiver 

again. The data light will stop blinking. 

Press the low house button and then the manual button. 

The receiver should indicate that a low target has been 

launched. Do the same for the high house. The two units 

are now communicating with each other. Repeat the 

process for as many units as you have.  

If you decide to remove a controller, due to interference 

from adjoining field usage, press and hold the button             

until the data light  goes off (approx 15 sec.). After you 

release the button the light will come on again for two 

seconds, then go off. This has cleared ALL controllers. 

You will have to press the button again and follow the             

procedure to add a  controller to reinitialize your unit. 

Synchronizing 

pushbutton 
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Battery compartment Switches 
 

Located inside the receiver battery compartment is a 

bank of 4 switches. These will allow you to adjust the 

machine signal and auto-off function. 
 

Switch 1   Machine Signal 
 

 Switch 1 allows you to increase the signal to your 

target machine. Placing switch 1 in the on (down) 

position will add 1 second to the signal. This is                  

commonly used on older foot pedal machines. 
 

Switch 2   Auto off function  
 

Switch 2 controls whether the receiver will turn off 

after 30 minutes of non-use, or stay on until you               

decide to turn off. When switch 2 in up (off), the              

receiver will turn off after 30 minutes of non-use. 

Placing switch 2 in the down (on) position will keep 

the receiver on until you turn it off. 
 

Note: The off timer adjusts for battery condition. 

With a good battery, the time is set for 30 minutes. 

When the battery becomes weak, the time is reduced 

to 8 minutes. This helps insure proper operation by 

shutting down early and forcing you to check the   

receiver. 

Switch 3   Trap mode    
 

Switch 3 is only used when you want to control a           

single target machine from either the high or low 

buttons. 

Switch 4   not used  
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white and black wires on the second terminal of your                   

Trap Receiver switches for use with               

Multiple Trap Controllers .  

The purpose of 2 of the switches in the battery        

compartment have been changed for the Trap                 

receiver. 
 

Please note the changes: 
 

Switch 1 is for the machine signal, no change 

Switch 2 is for power saver mode, no change. 
 

Switches 3 and 4 are for preventing a second target 

when multiple controllers are active. This is           

commonly the case when the controllers have the                 

rearming mode turned on. 

Turning switch 3 on will prevent any second target   

release for 3 seconds. 

Turning switch 4 on will prevent any second target   

release for 5 seconds. 

Turning both 3 and 4 on will give a 8 second time.  
 

Note: 

The reason for this feature is when the rearm mode 

is active, all controllers are ready to release a                

target. When a shooter calls for a target, the                 

receiver releases that target. At the sound of the 

gun, all other activate controllers will attempt to     

release a second target. (The other controllers would 

not hear the shooters call, but would respond to the 

sound of the gun). The timer in the receiver                 

prevents a second target launch. By the time the                 

controllers are back in the ready condition, the                

receiver will be ready to receive the next launch 

command. 

Part III   Wireless Models 
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Skeet receiver used on a Trap field. 
 

Switch 3 will allow a skeet controller the ability to 

launch a single machine from either the high or low 

button. When enabled, only the low output is avail-

able. This means releasing a low target will give a 

green indicator light, and a high target will also 

give a green indicator light. The target machine 

must be connected to the white and green wires. 

SKEET MODEL   Sw3  Down will release only a  Low target  

TRAP MODEL  Sw3 Down will give 3 sec delay before re-activating 

Sw1 Signal       Sw2 Auto-off                                             

SKEET MODEL Sw4 not used 

TRAP MODEL  Sw4 Down will give 

5 second delay before re-activating 
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simply connected to your source. Polarity is not               

Part III   Wireless Models 

Upgrade Antenna 

 

The upgrade antenna is a direct replacement for the 

existing antenna. Simply unscrew the whip antenna 

and screw on the connector for the replacement. Place 

the antenna in a position that will give best results. It 

may take several attempts to find the best location. 
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Part III   Wireless Models 

External Power 

 

The external power connection is designed to be 

powered by a 12v dc source. The included cord is 

simply connected to your source. Polarity is not               

important (receiver automatically sets this). If an 

external transformer is to be used, the connector 

must be a 2.1mm jack with the transformer having 

a rating of 9-18vdc, 200ma. 
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Part III   Wireless Models 

Dual machine jacks. 

 

The dual jack option allows the two machines to stay 

electrically isolated. Since each machine has it’s own 

set of wires, it does not matter which way the wires in 

each cord are connected. The adapter cord has a 

2.5mm plug. If external power was also ordered, this 

prevents the external power from inadvertently being 

plugged into the machine jack. 

Low machine jack 
High machine jack 
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H L 

B 

High 

House 

Wire 

Low  

House 

Wire 

Cable 

Autopuller 

Control Circuit 

H L 

Cable 

To High 

House 

  (Black 

Wire) 

To Low 

House  

(White 

Wire) 

To Common 

(Green Wire) 

Existing Pull 

The above diagrams are graphic representations of the wiring from your pull cord 

to your machines. Connecting the Autopuller is simply                      disconnecting 

your pull cord and attaching the Autopuller to the                           appropriate 

wires. 

The photo at left shows how the original pull 

cord was modified using twist lock connectors. 

This allows either the original head or the Auto-

puller to be used with the same cord. 

Wiring Diagram for Pull Head and Autopuller 

The Autopuller connects the wires 

together using a control circuit. 

Pressing the High button connects 

the high wire to the common wire. 

The same process for the Low and 

Both. This is the same as the exist-

ing pull head. 

Common Wire 

Pressing the High     

button will connect the 

high wire to the         

common wire. (Same for 

low) The Both button 

will connect all three 

wires together. 

Machine 

Connector 

To Pull Head  

or Autopuller 

Part IV  Supporting Information 
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Female Male Plug 

1 2 

3 

2 1 

3 

Black 

White 

Green 

The type, layout and style of your connector will vary from the        

picture: the principle stays the same. You should connect both the 

Black and White wires on 1 main terminal and the Green wire on the 

other main terminal. 

Wiring Tips to use your Wired  

Skeet/Sporting Clays  

Autopuller 

 on a Trap field 
 

Many individuals want the ability to switch between skeet 

and trap without using a screwdriver to change connec-

tors. The easiest way to achieve this is to make a short 

cord that would be connected between the Autopuller and 

the pull cord or the pull cord and machine connector.  

 

The wire should be the same gauge as the pull cord and 

must have 3 wires. The actual connection is as follows: 

Note: the Black and White wires are on the same              

terminal on the Trap connector 

• Skeet connector black goes to Trap screw 1 

• Skeet connector white goes to Trap screw 1 

• Skeet connector green goes to Trap screw 2 

• Trap connector would have no wires on screw 3 (if a 3 

terminal connector is used) 
• Refer to the wiring diagram for clarification 

Part IV  Supporting Information 
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Part IV  Supporting Information 

The above diagram compliments of Henry Baker 
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The above diagram compliments of Henry Baker 

Part IV  Supporting Information 
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Part IV  Supporting Information 

Wiring color code for a Laporte machine: 

 

  Machine    Autopuller 
 

Blue  Black 

Yellow Green 

Brown White 
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Part IV  Supporting Information 


